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The Autumn Budget and
an update on the social care changes
There were few changes for private client
advisers in the recent budget but the devil
is certainly in the detail as far as greater
information on the social care changes is
concerned.
Tax compliance specialists will be pleased
with the increase in the time limit for
reporting and paying capital gains tax on the
sale of residential property which has been
increased from 30 days after completion to
60 days. This change also applies to nonresidents disposing of UK property.
Other measures had been announced
before the Autumn Budget such as the
freezing of the inheritance tax nil rate band
and residence nil rate band which, taken
together with last year’s increase in property
prices, will bring more estates within the
ambit of inheritance tax.
Whilst reaction to the budget was muted,
the announcement on 17 November
of further details about the social care
fees cap proved more controversial. The
announcement confirmed that when
someone has savings of less than the upper
capital level of £100,000 only the amount
that they are actually paying towards their
fees counts towards the care cap, and the
local authority contribution is ignored.
For example, if someone enters care with
£300,000 in assets, and their home charges
fees of £40,000 per annum they will reach
the care cap of £86,000 after just under
three years, retaining approximately 71% of
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their capital. By comparison an individual
entering care with £100,000 of assets
will be entitled to local authority funding.
However, they will be deemed to receive
“tariff income” of £1 on every £250 of their
savings between £100,000 and £20,000,
the lower capital limit. This tariff income will
be payable towards their fees, but the LA
contribution will not count towards the cap.
Over a three year stay in the same home as
the first example the cap will not be reached
and they will have spent £80,000 on fees,
retaining 20% of their savings.
In the same guide the so called “hotel
costs” which will fall outside of the cap were
confirmed at £10,400 per annum.
More guidance is expected in Spring 2022
which it is hoped should clarify how the new
system will work.
Tom Chiffers
Partner
0345 209 1693
tom.chiffers@
clarkewillmott.com

Welcome to the

December issue of the
Wealth, Health and
Inheritance briefing
and I hope you are all
looking forward to a
well-deserved Christmas
break.
In this issue we set out
some of the private client
adviser implications of the
Autumn Budget and also
update you on the social
care changes on which
further guidance has been published since
our last issue.
Carol Cummins, our international planning
specialist, looks at a recent change to the
French Civil Code and how it might affect
clients with property in France. France
has historically been a popular retirement
destination for UK nationals but a recent
Clarke Willmott survey looked at retirement
living options closer to home and asked
our clients for their views of specialist
retirement developments. More than 300
people responded to our survey and we
report on their views.
In this issue we also consider the troubling
issue of predatory marriage, and what
steps can be taken to prevent a vulnerable
person being financially abused by a
partner. In our final article we celebrate the
success of our team in the recent edition of
the Legal 500.
As ever please do not hesitate to contact
us with any feedback. Our next issue will
be in February 2022; in the meantime we
wish you a merry Christmas and a very
happy and prosperous New Year.
Anthony Fairweather

Great service... Great people...
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Déjà vu? Changes to the French Civil Code and forced
heirship

Advisers with clients who own property in France and other civil
jurisdictions will be aware that the freedom of testamentary disposition
that exists in England and Wales is not replicated in many European
countries which often operate a form of “forced heirship”.
For example, in France if an individual dies leaving children, those
children are entitled to a reserved portion of the estate. An only
child is entitled to one half of the estate, two children to two thirds,
and three children or more to three quarters of the estate assets.
These rules have applied to UK nationals owning property in France
because under UK succession rules the succession law of the
country in which a property is located determines who inherits it.
Many of the estimated 200,000 UK nationals who have acquired
French property have sought to avoid forced heirship laws. Trusts
do not help as they are not recognised in France but other means,
such as owning the property “en tontine” (similar to owning property as joint tenants in the UK), have been used. Owning property
en tontine means that the property passes to the surviving spouse
on death and forced heirship will not apply to that asset on the first
death.
Brussels IV
The situation for UK French property owners was simplified somewhat by the introduction in 2015 of the EU Succession Regulation
650/2012 (often referred to as Brussels IV). Despite the UK not
opting into the regulation, its effect for UK and other foreign nationals owning property in France (and indeed in any EU country) is that
the owner can elect for the succession law of their nationality to
apply to French property. If no election is made the succession law
of their habitual residence before their death will apply.
For example, Jack bought an apartment in Cannes before his
marriage to Catherine. They have two children, but Jack wishes the
apartment to pass to Catherine on his death. Before the introduction of the EU Succession regulation, a gift of the apartment
in Jack’s Will to Catherine would have been insufficient as English
law provides that French succession law (including forced heirship)
should apply to property in France.
After the introduction of the succession regulation, as Jack is a UK
national, he elects in his Will that England and Wales succession
law should apply to the apartment and on his death it passes under
the terms of his English Will to Catherine.

A complication
So far so good, but in August the French Parliament introduced a
complication to the position by incorporating a new provision into
the French Civil Code. This provides that if a deceased person, or
one of their children, is a EU national or habitually resident in the
EU, if foreign law applies to the devolution of French situated property, and that foreign law does not provide for a “reserve” for children as incorporated in French succession law, each child and their
heirs can claim compensation from the French property. French
Notaires are given a legal obligation to contact the deceased’s
children and invite them to make a claim against the estate. This
amendment came into effect on 1 November 2021.
The Civil Code amendment affects Jack’s position as at the time of
his death Jack and Catherine have an estranged son, Tom, living in
Germany. Tom, when invited to do so, makes a claim against the
French property with the ultimate consequence that Catherine is
forced to pay Tom’s claim to avoid joint ownership of the property
or its sale. It is important to note that if Tom had been habitually
resident in the UK at the date of Jack’s death the amendment
would not apply, no compensation would be due to Tom and the
apartment would pass to Catherine.
Possible consequences
At first sight these new provisions circumvent the EU Succession
regulation and questions must be raised as to its compatibility with
the existing regulation. There are also practical questions that have
yet to be answered. For example, what is the position if there is
more than one eligible child but only one makes a claim? Who decides out of which assets the compensation should be paid? How
will the notaire establish the nationality and habitual residence of
the deceased’s children? Will this mean a return to holding property
“en tontine”?
No doubt the answers to these questions will become clearer over
time, and it must be a possibility that the EU courts could refuse to
recognise the Civil Code amendment because of its incompatibility
with the EU Succession regulation. In the interim your clients with
French property should be aware of this change and its possible
consequences, particularly if they have EU resident children.
Carol Cummins
Consultant
0345 209 1275
carol.cummins@clarkewillmott.com
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Retirement living: our findings
Retirement is a major life change and often involves moving to a new
house, perhaps to release capital or simply because job location no longer
dictates where a home should be situated.
Sometimes a home specifically geared to retirement is chosen and,
after seeing an uptick in demand for residential developments designed for retirees, we carried out the CW Retirement Living Survey
2021. This was a survey of more than 300 private individuals to
gauge consumer perceptions and attitudes to retirement living.
We are pleased to say that we gathered some interesting results
about demographics, perceptions in the wake of the pandemic
and what is important to people when considering retirement living.
While over 50% of respondents said they would consider moving
to a later living development before the age of 75, 34% said they
would only consider the move at the age of 75+ and 13% at age
85+.
50% of the respondents said the main reason for reservations
about moving to a later living development is feeling old before
their time while other reasons cited include service charge costs,
isolation from the wider community and safety in terms of health
concerns.

Paul Hinett, partner in Clarke Willmott’s commercial property team,
specialising in development, said: “In recent years we have seen
an increased diversity of property solutions in the retirement market
and we were keen to broaden our insight in relation to this market
and to share this with our clients, contacts and others with an
interest in this growth sector.
“It has been predicted by Age UK that by 2030, one in five of the
UK population will be over 65. This raises questions about the
availability of housing and how pressure on the market can be relieved, while ensuring that our elderly population have homes where
they are comfortable, and their lifestyle can be maintained. There
are challenges that arise from an aging population, but there are
also significant and exciting opportunities for property developers.”
To learn more about our Retirement Living Survey 2021 and to view
our full results click here.
Paul Hinett
Partner
0345 209 1613
paul.hinett@clarkewillmott.com

Recognition for our Private Capital team
Clarke Willmott’s South West Private Capital team has been
recognised as a Top Tier team in the latest Legal 500 guide which
ranks the UK’s top lawyers and law firms.

All recommended Private Client teams and lawyers received a flurry
of fantastic feedback such as:
•

“The service I received from Jacqui Lazare was excellent and I
found her to be amenable, available and very supportive”

•

“A very professional team. Rayner Grice is exceptional,
experienced and knowledgeable with an outstanding work
ethic”

61 teams from all seven of our regional offices have been ranked;
this figure includes some of our other Private Client teams,
including the Manchester Private Capital team (Tier 2), and the
South West, Midlands and North West Family teams (Tiers 1, 2 and
3 respectively).

•

“The standout feature of this practice for me is how they
collaborate across different areas to coming up with solutions
that are as unique as the situation put to them”

•

“Alastair MacLeod is always a safe pair of hands”

A number of our Private Client lawyers have been individually
ranked for their expertise and client service. Family partners Gareth
Schofield and Rayner Grice were named as Leading Individuals and
Alastair MacLeod as a Next Generation Partner. Court of Protection
partners and professional deputies Anthony Fairweather and Anne
Minihane were named as Leading Individuals.

•

“Paul Davies has outstanding breath and technical knowledge”

•

“Chris Longbottom is stand-out in his client care skills and
ability to lead his team”

•

“A brilliant firm who genuinely specialise in Court of Protection
work and is at the top of its game”

The South West team, which includes both Bristol and Somerset
regional offices, has been given the highest of rankings for its
Personal Tax, Trusts & Probate work. It is one of ten of the firm’s
specialist practice areas to receive the Top Tier ranking.

Invitation to our next webinar: Protecting your Property Ownership - Our Expert guide to getting it right
Clarke Willmott LLP is delighted to invite you to the next session in our series of Private Client webinars which is taking place on
Thursday 20 January 2022 at 12:00pm.
During this session Jacqui Lazare will take a look at how Declarations of Trust can be used to assist with your overall estate planning
and/or ensure property interests are properly structured and protected.
These can be particularly useful in relation to second properties.
Jacqui will also look at how Declarations of Trust are essential in recording the split of the beneficial interest in a property where it is
owned jointly. This is especially prudent where two (or more) parties are making unequal contributions to the purchase price and can
include provisions relating to pre-emption rights to record what should happen in the event that the property needs to be sold.
Please contact our events team to book your place.

F o l l o w o u r b l o g a t w w w. c l a r k e w i l l m o t t . c o m / b l o g

Great service... Great people...
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The rise in predatory marriage
Increased longevity, combined with loneliness, appears to have resulted in
a rise in “predatory marriage”, or at least to greater recognition that this
type of marriage (or civil partnership) exists.
A predatory marriage is one that takes place between a vulnerable
person (often older than their partner) and another person (often
substantially younger) with a view to financial gain for the younger
partner.
A predatory marriage can lead to a person losing their life savings
and being financially abused. It can also result in the vulnerable
partner’s children being disinherited.
The abolition of automatic revocation of Wills
Marriage automatically revokes an existing Will. If no new Will is
drawn up, under the intestacy rules £270,000 will pass to the
surviving spouse, plus half the deceased partner’s remaining
assets, together with any jointly owned assets. This may be much
more than a vulnerable person with children from a previous
relationship may have wanted to pass to the second spouse.
It has been suggested that this rule could be abolished, so that
on death the estate would pass according to the provisions of a
Will drawn up before the marriage (unless a new Will has been
made). This change may benefit the families of those entering into
a predatory marriage, but it could have unwelcome consequences
for the majority of those marrying for a second time; a mistaken
understanding of the rules could see the new spouse completely,
and unintentionally, dis-inherited. When reviewing the law relating
to Wills in 2017, the Law Commission recognised the difficult
balancing act that must be carried out when considering whether
to abolish this rule. Perhaps the answer lies in greater public
education about the rules that apply, whether or not automatic
revocation is in force.
Registrars carrying out capacity assessments
There have been suggestions that Registrars who conduct
marriages should be made responsible for assessing the legal
capacity of each of the couple wishing to marry. Registrars are not,
however, experts in mental capacity assessments. They could be
trained to make rudimentary assessments referring those about
whom they have concerns for a detailed expert assessment.
However, those people who do not display obvious signs of
incapacity could slip through the net, even if Registrars were
prepared to take on this onerous extension to their duties.
Lasting powers of attorney (LPAs)
Although an LPA would not prevent a family being disinherited,
it can avoid financial abuse of a vulnerable person in a predatory
marriage. A LPA enables the appointed attorney to take over the
incapable person’s financial affairs so if this is drawn up in favour of
a trusted person before incapacity occurs, the LPA can be used to
avoid financial abuse as the attorney can take over the incapable
person’s finances. A LPA is a useful tool when the vulnerable
person is mentally incapable of managing their finances but will not
help when a person is vulnerable due to older age and loneliness
but retains mental capacity. If an older person with mental capacity
makes what others might regard as unwise decisions about who to

marry and how to spend their money that is a matter for them and
there is no legal remedy for this situation.
Thinking ahead: trusts in Wills
Some couples making Wills do think ahead to the possibility of
re-marriage, a surviving spouse losing mental incapacity and
the possibility of care fees. Consequently they include a flexible
life interest trust in their respective Wills. This ensures that the
appointed trustees control the capital of the first spouse to
die providing excellent protection against a predatory future
relationship.
Capacity to marry
Capacity is not a one size fits all, one occasion assessment. It is
time and task specific depending on the action contemplated.
Capacity to litigate, for example, will be harder to satisfy than
capacity to decide what activities to undertake on a particular day.
The test that applies when assessing capacity to marry was
considered in a recent Court of Protection case which also
illustrates that in extreme cases the only solution may be court
action. The woman (P) at the centre of the Court of Protection
hearing was aged seventy and suffering from vascular dementia.
She had significant financial assets. P was in a (platonic) controlling
relationship, with a man nearly twenty years younger than her who
had numerous criminal convictions, including for fraud. P’s family
were very concerned about the relationship and applied for an
order from the Court of Protection that their mother lacked capacity
to decide with whom she should have contact.
Three separate determinations of capacity were made during the
proceedings. It was decided that P lacked capacity to deal with her
financial affairs and with whom she should have contact. However,
it was decided that she did have capacity to marry as this is an
easier test to satisfy. An order was made prohibiting contact with
P’s partner with a penal notice attached, an injunction against
her marrying him was also granted and an order was made for
an interim period under the Forced Marriage (Civil Protection) Act
2007.
Anne Minihane
Partner
0345 209 1391
anne.minihane@clarkewillmott.com

If you would like to receive future editions of Wealth, Health and Inheritance Briefing or if you have any comments or suggestions for the
newsletter please contact: news@clarkewillmott.com
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